
One-Off Consultation



WE SPECIALIZE IN CRAFTING FUNCTIONAL AND PERSONABLE INTERIORS
DESIGNED TO ENDURE FOR MANY YEARS TO COME

At Selene Interiors, we are a business that specializes in creating unique
spaces that reflect the personality and preferences of our clients. We work

closely with you to design a space that mirrors your style, using the right
Colours, Decor, and Furniture. We take on projects of various scopes

throughout Western Australia.

 Whether you want to transform your Home or Office, we have the
expertise to help you achieve your vision. We provide customized advice to

map out tricky floor plan layouts, source Furniture for awkward spaces,
solve Decorating dilemmas, and more.

 At Selene Interiors, we are committed to creating your dream space as
seamless and stress-free as possible.

About

https://www.sharnajames.com.au/


One-Off Consultation Overview:

Are you planning on redecorating your home but need help figuring out where to start? Or
do you have a clear vision of what you want but would like some help putting it together?
If so, our service is perfect for you! We offer personalized advice and direction tailored to

your unique needs.

During our two-hour consultation, we'll explore your style and preferences, allowing us to
provide creative and practical solutions that fit your budget. We can help you with

everything from overall concepts to furniture layout, art placement, paint, room
functionality, styling, colour consultancy, and wall coverings.

This is your opportunity to ask any questions and receive expert guidance. After the
consultation, you'll receive a detailed PDF document summarizing all of the suggestions

discussed, which you can refer to and action in your own time.

The investment for this service is $449 and is conducted in person in your home.



Ready to book a One-Off Consultation?

admin@seleneinteriors.com.au

Have more questions?

Book a Complimentary Coffee Catch Up

mailto:admin@seleneinteriors.com.au
https://calendly.com/seleneinteriors/complimentarycoffeecatchup

